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Negative charges create credits on ledgers. (Negative charges are often the result of rent 
concessions or ledger corrections). You create zero receipts to apply credits—to combine 
negative charges with positive charges. All credits need to be applied to balance out 
charge/receipt totals and ensure accuracy on the financials within Yardi.  

 

Credits vs. Prepays 
 
Credits and prepays are not the same thing. Credits are the result of negative charges, for 
example, a concession or ledger correction; prepays are the result of receipts that do not have 
matching charges.  
 
There are two separate procedures to deal with credits and prepays: Apply Credits and Zero 
Dollar Receipts 
 
Example Credit: 

 
 
Example Prepay: 
 

 
 
To apply credits 
 

1. On the Community Dashboard left side menu, select Receivables > Apply Credits 
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The Apply Credits screen appears  
 

 
 
 

2. Use the screen as a filter to select persons that have both outstanding charges and credit        
that can be applied to them. 
 

       Property    Filter by all outstanding charges and credits for the whole property 
       Payee   Filter by specific resident 
       Charge Code  Filter by the charge code of the outstanding charges 
       Credit Charge Code Filter by the charge code of the credits that can be applied 
       Credit Date  Filter by Credit Date (transaction date) and/or Post Month of the  
    credits, not the 
       Post Month  dates of the charges connected to them 
       Charge Month  Filter by a date range for outstanding charges 
       Ignore Hold For  Choose Yes, this will include charges that are flagged as on hold 
 
 

3. Click Display. Voyager displays the persons that match the filter criteria, where there is 
both a credit and an outstanding charge. If there is only a credit on a person, it is not 
displayed.  
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4. Select the persons that you want to apply credits to. To select all of them, click the Check 
All button.  

5. In the Receipt Details section of the screen, complete the Post Date and Post Month 
fields, this will be the receipt date of the credits on the ledgers. 

6. Click Post. Voyager creates zero receipts that apply the credits to outstanding charges.  

• If the credit and outstanding charges match, Voyager pays off all the charges. 

• If the credit is larger than the outstanding charges, Voyager pays off all the 
charges, and there’s a remaining credit. 

• If the credit is lower than the outstanding charges, Voyager pays off a portion of 
the charges.  

 
Voyager automatically applies prepays to outstanding charges but if you notice a prepay amount 
on the Delinquency report you may follow the procedural guidelines for Zero Dollar Receipts to 
apply the prepay to outstanding charges.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


